
nxcEditor 

With the nxcEditor for Linux different robot platforms can be programmed. Currently supported 
are: EV3 (only with ev3dev operating system), NXT, BrickPi, Raspberry Pi and Arduino boards 
with USB connection. The programming languages supported by the editor are currently NXC, C, 
C++, and Python.

As of version 0.3.3 it is possible to work with the following interfaces and programming languages:
- Arduino boards with USB port (C/C++)
- EV3 with ev3dev (C/Python)
- NXT (NXC)
- BrickPi (C/Python)
- Raspberry Pi (C/Python)

The nxcEditor is designed for beginners. For NXC and the NXT brick the nxcSimulator is  
available.

Note:
The user interface of the editor is automatically adapted to the used Linux system and can have a 
different look than in the figure. For different robot interfaces, different functions are also visible in 
the interface.

The surface of the editor is divided into different areas, which are numbered in the figures.

(1) Many functions of the editor are accessible in the menu line. These are described in detail 
in the next section "Functions of the editor".

(2) In order to see immediately which robot interface is used and which programming 
language has been selected, corresponding information is displayed here.

(3) Additional information required for the use of an interface is displayed at the top of the 
window (for example, the IP address or other interface information)

(4) Some functions of the editor can be called directly by clicking on the corresponding icon. 
In order to be able to read programs projected via a beamer, there is also the possibility to 
change the font size.



(5) When a new program was created or an existing one was opened, a new tab appears in this 
line. You can switch between the open programs by using the tabs. The names of the 
programs can be read in the tabs. Double-click to close programs (Note: Double-clicking 
on an Arduino-Sketsch can also close all header files from the project directory). If the 
mouse pointer is placed on the tabs, the directory in which the current program is located is
also displayed.

(6) The project overview is created automatically and with a mouse click you can jump to the 
appropriate place in the program.
 

(7) The actual program is displayed in the text field. The individual lines of the program are 
automatically numbered (the numbering can not be switched off).

After the first start of the nxcEditor, the NXT brick is selected as the robot interface. Another robot 
can be selected in the menu with "Robot -> Select robot". If you select a system other than the NXT,
you have the possibility to make different settings in three tabs (see Selecting robots).

Functions of the editor 

Now the function of the the menu line will be explained.

File:

New A new tab will be created. No program can be written without a tab. 

Save If the currently displayed program already has a name, it will be overwritten.

Save As The currently displayed program will be saved with the name selected here. 

Open A file can be opened from a storage medium. 

Close Closes the current file. 

Examples Some examples can be opened (only for Arduino boards). 

Save all All opened programs will be saved. 

Save and archiving If the first line of a program begins with "/**", it can be archived by mouse 
click. This function must be activated under "Edit->Settings". Programs are 
saved in their project directory, after activation. 

Manage archives Already archived program versions can be selected here and stored in a new 
directory. The comment from the first line of the program ( "/** ... */) will be 
displayed by mouse click after selecting a program version. If several opened 
programs have archives, you can switch between the archives.

Export HTML If the current program has a name, a HTML document with the name of the 
current program and the extension ".html" will be created in the same 
directory. 

Print The program will be printed without color. Caution: When a transition occurs
between two pages, a sentence can be cut off and distributed on two sides. 

Print (Color) The program will be printed in color. Caution: When a transition occurs 
between two pages, a sentence can be cut off and distributed on two sides. 

Exit The nxcEditor will be terminated. 



Edit: 

Undo Undo the last action of a tab. 

Redo Restores the last undo action. 

Cut The selected text will be deleted and copied to the clipboard. 

Copy The selected text will be copied to the clipboard. 

Paste A text from the clipboard will be inserted into the current text at the location 
of the cursor. 

Select all The entire text of the current document will be highlighted. 

Search and replace Text sections can be searched and replaced in the text (works only with ASCII
characters!). 

Compile and save, 
Download and 
Compile

The compiler compiles the current document displayed in the editor. If errors 
occur, they are displayed in an additional window. 

AutoLayout Autolayout function work only for C, C ++, and NXC programming 
languages. Autolayout restores the entire program (use the tab that was 
specified in Settings). 

Settings You can specify whether a backup or archive will be created. The tab for 
"AutoLayout" can also be set here.

View: 

Project overview If this option is selected, a part of the editor window is divided and an 
overview of the currently displayed program is displayed. The overview is 
updated with every line change. 

Code assist If this option is selected, a match with known programming commands of the 
respective language is searched for and displayed from the input of three 
letters in a list.

nxcSimulator: 

The simulator can only be used when using the language NXC. 

Save, compile, 
download and start

The program currently displayed in the editor will be first saved, then 
compiled and then started in the simulator. 

Save, compile The program will be saved and compiled. 

File Manager When files have been created with the robot, they can be copied to the 
computer, for example. 

Open 
nxcSimulator

The simulator will be started. If this menu item is clicked directly after 
starting the nxcEditor, the robot writes "NXC" to the screen after the start 
button has been pressed.

Robot: 



Save, download, 
compile and start 

A program will be saved, downloaded to the robot platform, compiled and 
then executed directly. 

Save, compile and 
download

A program will be saved, compiled and downloaded to the robot platform. 

Search and connect The robot will be connected to the computer.

Start program The current program will be started on the robot platform. 

File Manager A small file manager will be opened, with which a data exchange with the 
robot is possible. 

Select robot Selected the robot platform. 

Tools Depending on the robot interface, different small programs are available (for 
example, in the case of the EV3, the values of the sensors will be displayed 
and it's possible to save Screenshots).

Help: 

Show NXC-
commands

Displays a list of NXC commands. From the list you can select commands, 
which are then displayed in the editor. 

NXC-
Programmers 
Guide (www)

Currently works only with Firefox. The Firefox browser will be started with 
the Programers Guide .

Language Here you can switch between some languages and your own translation. 

Code The editor contains a lot of sample programs, which can be opened via a 
corresponding code. 

Info Information about the nxcEditor.


